Corticocortical fiber connections of the rabbit visual cortex: a fiber degeneration study.
Corticocortical fiber projections of the striate and occipital cortex of the rabbit, as degined by Rose ("31), have been determined by fiber degeneration methods following the production of cortical lesions within each of 24 rabbits. We have assumed that the striate and occipital cortices correspond respectively to the visual cortical areas 1 and 2 (VI and V2) which have been demarcated electrophysiologically by Thompson et al. ("50). A study of the ipsilateral fiber projections of the striate and occipital cortex of the rabbit reveals three distinct sets of associational corticocortical connections. (1) Neurons located in layers I-III of all regions of the striate cortex and the occipital cortex send fibers to terminate prodominantly in layer V, but also in layers IV and VI, immediately beneath the cells of origin; however, the cells in the supragranular layers have not been found to send fibers to any other region of cerebral cortex. (2) The binocular portions of VI and V2 appear to be interconnected ipsilaterally since cells in layers IV-VI of the lateral striate cortex have been shown to project to all layers of a restricted, adjacent portion of the medial occipital cortex; and the cells in layers IV-VI of medial occipital cortex send a similar, restricted projection to the adjacent lateral striate cortex. (3) Nerve cells in layers IV-VI of the lateral striate cortex (binocular VI) send a restricted projection to the lateral portion of the occipital cortex. (4) After all lesions of the striate and/or occipital cortices, degenerating fibers are seen radiating away from the lesion in layer I; the origin of these degenerating fibers could not be determined. The following observations have been made concerning the origins and terminations of commissural corticortical fibers. (1) after ablation of most of the visual cortex of one side, commissural fibers are seen to terminate in all cortical layers in two narrow bands of visual cortex: one band occupies both sides of the striate-occipital boundary; the second band is found in the lateral portion of occipital cortex. (2) More punctate lesions reveal that commissural fibers arise from layers IV-VI of the lateral striate cortex and medial occipital cortex (binocular portions of V1 and V2 respectively) and end in homotopic areas of the contralateral cortex.